
ENTERPRISE DATA CENTER 
MODERNIZATION (DCM)–
FASTER, SMARTER, AND 
VALUE-DRIVEN

When modernizing your mission-critical systems, it’s vital to orchestrate 
security, budget, and operational requirements in conjunction with your 
workload. With the right support and strategy, you can not only modernize your 
systems, but move your entire organization to a new mindset. SADA is here to 
help you succeed in that undertaking.

With SADA informing your DCM strategy, you will:  

 ∕ Assure your customers that their data is always safe 
 ∕ Execute your daily operational tasks while meeting your milestones to 

modernization
 ∕ Empower your team with the skills to adapt and innovate in your new 

environment 
 ∕ Get the most value from your cloud spend with smart FinOps solutions  

It’s simple–a DCM strategy built on best practices means lower risk and faster 
modernization. And accelerated time to value saves you money, putting your 
business in the best possible position to scale, transform, and deliver for your 
customers.

Introducing your dedicated DCM team

As one of a handful of global Google Cloud Partners to be named a delivery 
partner of the DCM specialization, SADA comes with a track record of 
accelerating time to value through digital transformation in every industry. 
SADA’s DCM experts stand ready to help you strategize, execute, and maintain 
your comprehensive plan. 

DCM is a major undertaking that asks a lot from your teams. SADA serves your 
teams through the expertise of a variety of specialists, including::  

 ∕ Change Management experts who start with a deep dive into your 
company’s culture, current Google Cloud skills, and existing best practices, 
then develop custom training programs, resources, and communications 
to get your teams and stakeholders up to speed and totally on board. 

 ∕ Project Managers who bring tens of thousands of hours of successful 
modernization initiatives to bear on your organization’s unique needs. 
Your dedicated PMs help turn your specific business objectives into an 
actionable plan, and organize the technical resources necessary to make it 
all succeed. 

 ∕ Engineers and experts focused on specific practice areas, including 
Application Modernization, Infrastructure Modernization, Security,  
and more.

Getting the most DCM value

Maximum speed = maximum savings

When you execute an efficient DCM strategy, 
you not only reduce friction within your 
organization, you optimize costs along the 
way. Your dedicated SADA team is laser 
focused on helping you manage your cloud 
spend with FinOps best practices every 
step of the way. True modernization means 
realizing savings with future operations, not 
just during your initial deployment. 

Solutions for any cloud configuration

Your business is unique, and you have 
non-negotiable requirements for your data. 
Whether you’re moving to Google Cloud, a 
hybrid cloud environment, or multicloud, your 
dedicated SADA team will help you design 
and execute the plan that suits you best. And 
with more Anthos fellows than any other 
organization, multicloud modernizations are in 
SADA’s wheelhouse. 

Cloud confidence

Security is never an afterthought. Leaders in 
industries with stringent compliance and data 
safety requirements, including healthcare, 
government, and finance, rely on SADA’s 
security expertise to ensure that their systems 
are fortified against any future threat. You can 
rest assured that your dedicated SADA team 
will bring the same vigilance and diligence to 
your business, as well. 
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A few of  
our clients

“With help from SADA, my team is enabled to spend up to 30% less time on data 
wrangling and more time providing business intelligence and insights than before. This is 
what moves the needle and takes our business forward. They also helped us be smarter 
about how we will go about doing things in the future.”
 
 
Asif Rahman
Vice President of Digital Analytics and Audience | AccuWeather

Start your DCM journey with confidence

Now’s the time to do Data Center Modernization right. Contact SADA today to get started with an assessment of your needs and an 
exploration of your goals. 

Partner with the best
At SADA, we climb every mountain, clear every hurdle, and turn the improbable into 
possible – over and over again. Simply put, we propel your organization forward. 

It’s not enough to migrate to the cloud, it’s what you do once you’re there. Accelerating 
application development. Advancing productivity and collaboration. Using your data 
as a competitive edge. When it comes to Google Cloud, we’re not an add-on, we’re a 
must-have, driving the business performance of our clients with its power.

Beyond our expertise and experience, what sets us apart is our people. It’s the spirit 
that carried us from scrappy origins as one of the Google Cloud launch partners to an 
award-winning global partner year after year. With a client list that spans healthcare, 
media and entertainment, retail, manufacturing, public sector and digital natives – we 
simply get the job done, every step of the way.
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